Getting the books Black Bean Recipes and Mexican "Meet" Cancel with Chocolate and Nuts, this collection gives you 20 great reasons to see Mexican products. Back to the roots of Mexican cuisine, you’ll discover the true taste and traditions of the Mexican bean.

Recipe: Mexican "Meet" Cancel with Chocolate and Nuts

Ingredients:
- 1 cup black beans
- 1 cup chocolate chips
- 1 cup nuts
- 1/2 cup water
- Salt to taste

Instructions:
1. Rinse black beans and place in a pot with 3 cups of water. Bring to a boil, then reduce heat and simmer for 1 hour or until tender.
2. Drain, reserving the liquid.
3. In a large skillet, sauté the nuts and chocolate chips until golden brown.
4. Add black beans and reserved liquid. Season with salt.
5. Simmer for another 10 minutes or until beans are fully cooked.

Enjoy your Mexican "Meet" Cancel with Chocolate and Nuts!